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EDUCATION
HEADS
CONVENE

Campus Representatives
to Attend Conclave
>'ext week, for the first time
• seventy-two years, the annual
invention of the American asjociation of school administrators
^ held on the West Coast.
The national convention will
^ in session February 21 to 26
in San Francisco. Affiliated con
ventions have been in session
jbj. week and will continue
through next week.
president Tully C. Knoles will
speak at a Saturday evening ban
quet for the national association
of school principals on the topic,
"Spritual
Values
in
These
Times;" at a luncheon for the
conference of text book prob
lems on Sunday, he will speak
on "America and the Far East."
Representatives from the edu
cation department of the College
of Pacific will be Mrs. Marjorie
Pease, supervisor of elementary
teacherss' training; Dr. J. Marc
Jantzen, dean of summer ses
sions, and Mr. Wesley G. Young,
supervisor of practice teaching in
the high schools.
President Orton and members
of the Junior College will attend
the conventions at various times
during the week. *
DEANS
Both Dean James Corson and
Miss Beulah Watson from the
Personnel office are at present
attending affiliated Deans' con
ventions in San Francisco and
San Jose.

BOWE WILL
ATTEND

CONCLAVE
Tom Bowe has been appointed

1 s
Shakespeare
Make

'Will
Little Theatre Bow Tonight
By SALLY RINEHART
•might be termed anti-climatic.•turners in San Francisco as do
When Clemence Dane wrote This is the scene in which Will other members of the east.
"Will Shakespeare," she turned Shakespeare is left alone on the COSTARS
out a play difficult to be pro
stage for fully five minutes and
Barbara Baxley appears as Ann
duced on any stage. The lines
speaks
a sylioque as all of his Hathaway, the wife of Shakes
are effective and the scenery
Although Ann doesn't
..must be made to fit these lines. plays pass before his eyes. The peare.
appear after the first act her
plays are not actually named but
REQUIREMENTS
voice is heard through the dark
It must be simple and yet have anyone familiar with the work of ness speaking to Will in fantasy.
its strong points; it must fit the Shakespeare will be able to iden
Queen Elizabeth, the stern
time of Shakespeare and the tify them almost immediately.
ruler of England, will be played
mood of his appearances. Such is STARS
by Ann Rhodes; she- has been
the set which will be used both
Tony Reid is being starred in working hard to perfect the role
this evening and tomorrow eve the role of Shakespeare. Proba-. of the monarch.
ning when "Will Shakespeare" bly the most difficult scenes to
comes before Stockton audiences. enact are those extremely strong ACCLAIM
The Little Theater and De
The most vital parts and moods in the beginning with several
of the play will be exemplified characters on the stage but car Marcus Brown have presented
many times in a mere light or ried to the close by one person s e v e r a l S h a k e s p e a r e a n p l a y s
here at the College of Pacific. It
property change.
after the other characters have
might even be said that the fine
Not only is the plan for ade made their exits.
reputation
of our Little Theater
quate scenery difficult in this
The dark lady of the sonnets
case but also the interpretation who acts as inspiration to and its director was established
of lines presents not a small Shakespeare will be played by by the strong, colorful Shakes
problem to even the very talented Jane O'Connor. This will proba pearean offerings, bringing the
actors and actresses of the cur bly be Miss O'Connor's farewell vote of perfection back to the
rent show. It is without a doubt performance to Pacific as • she College year after year. Now,
a risky type of writing which completes her senior year in however, the life of Shakespeare
Clemence Dane has taken upon June. She has been extremely takes the place of the great play
herself to make a success.
prominent in the Little Theater wright's own work.
When attending the play, keep
RAPIDLY MOVING
to say nothing of her sorority,
in
mind the idea that you will
Epsilon
Lambda
Sigma,
for
The scenes
move rapidly
enough and the climax is strong. which she has wielded the gavel hear beautiful lines interpreted
Strong not because of its words as president since the start of with all the knowledge and un
the semester. Jane wears lovely derstanding the actors can lend
but because of its silence.
The last scene of the play costumes from Goldstein's cos- them.

Low Student Body Card
Sales Cause Budgeting
The semester's activities for
students of both Colleges on the
Pacific campus must necessarily
be cut. In many instances there
is a possibility <5f cancelling them
entirely.

ty Student Body President Bob REASON

onagan to represent the College
Pacific at the Regional ConferC"ce of the National Student Fedration of America, which will be
M on the campus at Mills Coln!e.March 6- 7 and 8.
"'LEGATES
Over fifty colleges in California,
Son, Washington and Nevada
, e been asked to send deleth/v t^le P'an was suggested by
can,
' Conference when it
Min
Min enet' at ^he University
university of
or
SOta durinff the Christmas
l>olida»ys.

ReS'onal meetings have been

0rSanize<j

Ths unfortunate situation has
been brought about by the new
low in PSA sales. Approximately
600 cards have been sold to date,
the lowest number of PSA cards
sold in recent years.
This rock-bottom sale can be
attributed to the lack of Junior
College purchases. Of the 1100
students attending the Junior Col
lege, only 200 have purchased
their student body tickets.
Those who have not bought
their cards and are planning to do
so can find them on sale at the
Comptroller's Office during regu
lar business hours and at the
PSA office between the hours of
1:30 and 3:15.

the m
country for
rP°se of discussing the part
t>
a
e
"nr* P* ^' d by the college stud3 w
f—
A 1_ _
J*
1
d«fena ss a
hole in
the
national
>h. c e, Pro£rain: the theme of PAYMENT PLAN
erence will stress defense
•ctivitVlt
For those who are low on capi
.
on 1b»
the M,llnnn
and hn»es
f or
college campus„
co"cge life can and must ta] the Ex Committee has worked
adj
1EADrj}^ t0 changed conditions. out a deferred payment plan. De
tails may be secured at the PSA
lent ai!j aulhonties on the sub- office. With this plan there is no
derfroman informed student lea- reason why a student should not
hit wil) one °f the colleges pres- have a card this semester.
Despite the low number of stud
Sr°ups conduct the discussion
ent body cards sold, the Mardi
Gras committee is making ar
rangements for one of the big
gest and best celebrations of the
College's activity history.
No
classe
ly. -gb' . -s will be held
— Mon—
ls is in accordance with a
hilin
the California AttorjCheral.
From June 27 to July 4 College
^luderto
th-it VVerc informed last of Pacific will act as a training
|h-sua]: ,i . ci^ses would meet as center for the annual Youth Ca
•ciiier ls ruling over-rules the ravan movement of the Methodist
announcement.
Church.
0ver

the

GRANGER
RETURNS
TO PACIFIC

Student Activities Face
Curtailment for Semester

No CLASSES

CARAVAN

ARTIST

It was during World WarIthat
"Country Gardens" took its form
from the pen of Percy Grainger.
At this time he became an Amer
ican citizen and was instructor at
an army band school in New York.

No. 20

CARNIVAL
RULERS
PRESENTED
Twelve Students Vie for
King, Queen Honors
Candidates for king and queen
of the Mardi Gras festival were
nominated by the various campus
living groups Tuesday and Wed
nesday nights.
CANDIDATES
Marion Sill was chosen to rep
resent the Women's Co-op in the
race for queen; the Annex, Pat
Lee; Manor Hall, Wyona Linder;
Women's Hall, Nanci West; Tau
Kappa Kappa, Grace Dickman;
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Phyllis
Dodge and Alpha Theta Tau,
Muerl Walter.
On the list of king candidates
are Jack Onyett from the Men's
Dorm; Russ Gibeson, Men's Co-op
Les Dow, Omega Pill Alpha; Bill
Hunefeld, Alpha Kappa Phi and
Bob Nikkei, Rho Lambda Phi.
ELECTION
Because of the arrangement of
the assembly schedule presenta
tion of candidates was made by
Gene Harter at Thursday's assem
bly, instead of at a special assem
bly. Election of the king and
queen will take place next Wed
nesday. Boys will select the queen
elect and the girls the king elect,
according to the unique plan of
the Mardi Gras co-chairmen.
On the final list of candidates
for this annual enterprise are, fi
nance—Ed Fay (chairman) aided
by Wilfred Traphagen; refresh
ments—Betty Morrison (chair
man) and Virginia Cuttler; cos
tumes—Pearl Steiner (chairman)
Jackie Judge and Margaret Stimmann; post dance—Martin Locke
(chairmap), Bud Stefan, Don
Huff, Phil Bear and Bill Lunt; in
vitations—Sara Ahearn (chair
man), Shirley Wallace and Janet
Trethaway; judges—Inga Fried
man (chairman), Margaret Schellengerb and Betty Jacobsen.

COMPOSER-ARTIST
Grainger is equally famous as MORE COMMITTEES
a composer and as a concert art Checkroom—Tom Bolton (chair
ist. He was the first artist to play man) and Blair Smith; king and
queen—Gene Harter (chairman),
the A minor concerto of Grieg in Claude Hogan, Howard Staples
a fashion to suit the composer. and Dwayne Vance; music—A1
In fact, Grainger is devoted to Trobbe and Dexter Mayhood; bids
Grieg and offers many of his se —Scott Beatie (chairman), Claire
Moody, Beverly Gardner and Sue
lections in concert.
During the 60th anniversary of Gercich; publicity—Jean Beaton
the Conservatory, Percy Grainger and Jeanne Dagg; decorationsappeared with the Conservatory Fred Holden (chairman), Dick
orchestra, under the baton of Hor Schneider, Daren MeGavren, Doris
ace I. Brown. It was Grieg's A Guernsey, Ruth Udden, Charles
minor concerto that found bril Lester, Janice McCloud, Leonard
liant interpretations at Grainger's (Continued on page 5, Column S)
Versatile pianist PERCY GRAIN hands.
GER plays locally on March 4.
ENGAGEMENT
Wednesday evening, March 4,
will find this musical personality
returning to give his pianistic
stylization to the Tschaikowsky B
flat minor concerto, assisted by
The sixth annual speech tourna
the Conservatory orchestra. No
introduction is needed for this ment for Junior Colleges came
Despite the anticipation of a popular concerto and it can be to an end last Saturday. Almost
considerable decrease in registra fairly accurately predicted that all Junior Colleges along the Pa
some works by Grieg, as well as cific coast had representatives.
tion due to the national emergen
those of the composer himself, Stockton Junior College entered
cy, figures compiled by the per will find a fitting place on this approximately thirty-five contes
sonnel of Stockton Junior College program.
tants.
Awards were to be in keeping
show this year's totals only slight
with
the national emergency and
ly lower than those of last year.
victory themes; defense stamps
Although available figures were
were given as individual awards.
not final, 1320 students have al
The women's sweepstake was
ready completed registration and
won by Stockton Jaysee student
278 are in the process. The form
Sophomore class elections, to Eleanor Poweli. Bakersfield con
er figure is comprised mostly of
testants won the Junior College
regular students, including a few be held next Tuesday, win see
Russ Gibeson, Darrell Hull and award by one point, leaving sec
specials.
he ond place to S. J. C.
The remaining 278 represent Blair Sqaith competing for ,t
The men's sweepstake was
members of the Stockton Field presidency and Aimee Arbois and
awarded to the U. C. L. A. senior
Peggy
Hurt
are
the
candidates
enlisted personnel who have ap
college lower division for the
plied for special training in phy for vice president.
Bob Werum has no opposition men's debate. Milton Valentine
sics and higher mathematics,
and Eugene Egbert helped to tie
taught at Stockton Field, and ap in his quest for treasurer. Voting S. J. C. for second place with
will
take
place
from
9
a.
m.
to
plicants for Red Cross first aid
two other colleges in this event.
3p.m.
courses.

BAKERSFIELD
WINS DEBATE
TOURNAMENT

ENROLLMENT
SHOWS
SLIGHT LOSS

Sophomores Vie
for Offices

>

*

.

*
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Peace Plan

With much of its manpower slated for army induc
tion within the next year, the typical college can and
is doing much for the benefit of drafted students. Farsighted University of Iowa is even preparing a rehabili
tation program for returning soldiers after the^ war.
San Jose State College, with a progressive miniature
daily newspaper, is showing the way for schools in this
area. The paper recently conducted a highly-successful
drive for funds to finance subscriptions for all former
students in the armed services. In addition they accept
contributions for their news columns from these same
soldiers.
The Iowa program is one of longer .range; it calls
for voluntary contributions of ten,cents a week by stu
0R.TTEEdents on campus. This fund, to be invested in Defense
Bonds, will be divided into gifts of two hundred dol
lars for each student returning from military duties.
The plan, formulated by a 22-year-old law student,
promises a partial solution to a knotty problem—the
re-entrance into college of students called to the colors.
Most people feel "out of place" in school after several
years away from the lighter duties of classroom attend
ance.
Iowa's plan will do little to alleviate this attitude;
It will, however, provide the money for immediate re
sumption of studies. This and the probable large num
ber of students taking advantage of the system will go
far to establishing the proper attitude in discharged
soldiers and sailors.
It is too bad that such a plan, which has established
certain minimum requirements in quantity and quality
of schoolwork, could not be followed on a national
scale instead of by a lone university. Indeed, it might
GO SEt OUR
even prove beneficial for the federal or state govern
"VEAN\
AGASC"
vv
ments to assume the responsibility of collecting fees
NONQR. G£0RG£"
and handling post-war enrollments.
Results would probably be immediately visible: the
willingness of upper clcssmen to serve would replace
G. MUMCTTQ
the opposite feeling now prevalent; the morale of those
already drafted would likewise rise; educators and
school administrators would quit worrying about their
continually-declining, enrollment figures.
For the future it would mean that the large male
influx into civilian business would be somewhat les
sened by the return of masses of students to school; it
would place older, more experienced men in college for
By JACKIE JUDGE
vital peace-time training; it would prevent any largeBy BILL RAMSEY
scale lowering of educational requirements.
GOSSIP—
In short, this student-conceived plan is ideal for a As the days pass, more Con The impossible has happened!
servatory
personalities
take
their
nation in our circumstances, but to be really effective
At last there was a good job that
it must branch out of the University of Iowa» it must places in Uncle Sam's armed for no one would take. The new grey
Felton Fletcher, popular vo hairs you may have noticed
reach every state in the country; it must reach every ces.
calist with the A Cappella Choir, around the gym were caused by
ex-student in the armed forces.
Only then will it be is
now at Camp Roberts. Clarinet
come a potent force in the regaining of normalcy after tist Jimmy Lewis is back in naval the fact that no one could find a
cage girl. And the job paid off
the war.
service at Corpus Christi, Texas. with good returns too. So after
And after all, that's what we're fighting for.
the free advertising by each tea

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

Newspapers
Information-seeking blanks reaching the WEEKLY
staff indicate that the Office of Civilian Defense is tak
ing a vital interest in the distribution of school publica
tions to alumni and former students now in the services.
Whereas some college newspapers have made con
certed drives for soldier subscriptions, this paper has
purposely ignored suggestions that it sponsor such a
program; it has rested secure in the promise of alumniactivities-director Charles Warmer that "the Alumni
Association is taking care of all ex-students in the serv
ice."
Those soldiers, sailors and marines who are not be
ing cared for can contact Warmer, the WEEKLY, their
former campus organizations or present friends with
a request for the newspaper.
The federal government is striving for a high-morale
defense force; they consider college publications just as
important as first place mail.

Horace Evans was heard as the
Pacific Musicale soloist last Wed
nesday afternoon. Next Wednes
day at three, string quartet music
will be offered by Mildred Marsh,
Claire Wilkms, Vivien Bradley,
and Jack Ligthart. Ernie Farmer
is producer for this show, while
John Dennis will handle the tech
nical duties.

Professor Allan Bacon inaug
urated a new series of programs
last Monday. The history of the
piano was given an interesting
setting. A week from Monday,
March 2, the Watt Memorial Or
gan will be the subject for inter
esting comment and demonstra
tion.
—
The Stockton Symphony Orches
tra will be presented in their third
concert of the season next Mon
day evening. The "Rienzi Over
ture" by Wagner will give way to
two selections by Serge Prokofieff. The "Classical Symphony"
and "Peter and the Wolf" will re
ceive interpretation at the hands
- Reversing the decision of school authorities, the of Maestro Silva. Your humble
will be heard in audible ej
State's attorney general has decreed that there will be scribe
aculations concerning "Peter and
no school on Monday, the official observance of Wash his friends."

A Shadow

ington's Sunday birthday.
Many workers, in addition to those engaged in vital
victory industries, will stay at their jobs, however. Too
much time would otherwise be lost with the successive
lay-offs for coming holidays.
Perhaps, in an effort to speed graduation, the col
leges and universities will also dispense with the dis
missing of classes on special occasions.
The government's attitude toward war industry
might soon spread-eagle the education field.

BOB CONAWAY
Editor
Phone 9-9121

IRVINE SPRAGUE
Manager
Phone 8-8710

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24. 1924.

Musical Stocktoft was given its
initial introduction to some an
cient instruments as the Trapp
Family was presented in concert.
The entire group partciipated in
playing block-flutes, viola de
gambas and the spinet. This in
teresting work was presented
along with four groups of varied
vocal selections.
California Composer's Society
convened in the Conservatory au
ditorium last Sunday for exposi
tion of creative work to members
and friends. Professor Bacon, the
president, presented several organ
numbers. This group welcomes
any composers from the student
body who would like to affiliate
themselves with an organization
whose members share mutual
benefits from constructive criti
cism.

CO-EDS IN
SHORTS

cher in her own class had gone
on day after day, someone finally
came through and peace reigns
again.
AROUND CAMPUS—
The W. A. A. booms again! We
hear that the Naranjado is carry
ing a special page for pictures of
some of our lovelier ladies engag
ed in sports. And incidentally in
shorts. Badminton, modern danc
ing, tennis and archery will all
be represented. The pictures were
taken during the lovely sunshiny
hours of this week, and by all re
ports must be good.
A VISITOR—
A visitor commented on the ex
tent of feminine pulchitrude on
our campus. And what's more he
should be here tonight with the
St. Mary's basketball team. His
name is Bob Fonts and he's the
yell leader for the Galloping
Gaels. Last week's speech tourney
found Mr. Fonts telling the radio
contest judges all about the beau
ties of our Campus. Natural and
cosmetic both.
AND SPRING—
Spring in all its glory and las
situde has struck our happy cam
pus. All those good resolutions
made after last final week have
gone out the window. But our ten
nis courts are showing a notable
repopulation. Besides the old har
dies of the tennis team who are
usually there anyway—there are
those of us who just like to go
out and dawdle. Last Saturday
saw Dorothy Uriz and partner
banging away in anything but
lawn tennis rules. But after all
Spring is Spring, and anyone with
the energy to even get out on the
courts has my vote.
THE FUTURE—
Most any day now we are ex
pecting to see the following sight:
1. Mae H. Shaw's dancing class
on the lawn.
2. People wishing they had
signed up for swimming rather
than croquet.
3. The usual crowd of males un
obtrusively watching the swim
ming classes.

Next Recital
Presented
Tuesday
Eight Students Perforin
in Second Program

Seven ladies and one
man will grace the Conservaf'
stage next Tuesday evening t°:;'
ruary 24 at 8:15 o'clock, in aru
tic interpretations. The same 4
tio of performers, as was evi(jer.
at the first student recital
v.iD
find the lone gentleman in vio]
a
selections and the ladies in
vocal
pyrotechnique as well as pres%"
tation at the "well-polished elav
chord."
The public is invited to attew
this second program which is 10
be presented as follows:
I
Vienna Carnival — Scene, Ljry,
Movement
Schumann

Romance
Schumann
Waltz in E Minor
Chopir
Jean Oliver
III
Perpetual Motion, No. Six (Iron
Suite IH)
Bohm
Meditation
Kesnai
Carle Johnson
Gloria Hopps at the piano
TV
Consolation, No. Six
Liszi
Seherzando
Beechei
Frances Williams
V
For My Mother
Malotn
The Leaves and the Wind. Leon
Aria: O Mio Fernando (iron
"La Favorita")
Donizett
Mildred Jackson
Marion Sill at the piano.
VI
Prelude
Sarabande from the Suite "Pom
le Piano"
Debussj
Sonja Hayward
VII
I Heard a Blackbird in a Tree
Arlei
Pastorale
La Forg
I Heard a Forsest Praying
De Rw
Ah, Je veux vivre (from Rome
and Juliette)
Gounft
Marcella Thorpe
Mrs. Ellis Harbert at the piano.
VTII
La Cathedrale englontic. Debuss:
Craeovienne Fantastique
Paderewf s
Carol Hannah

Colleglana
By BARBARA ORR

It appears that the Co-op w
fee drinkers at Cal are going 1
have their sugar cubes doled on
in the near future. According1
the coffee shop manager the'
sugar supply has been cut
eighty per cent of. what it **
last year.
*

*

*

•1 fainted. They brought i»
to, so I fainted again."
"Why?"
"Well, they brought me
more."
Note to the girls. Fifty ca
are enrolled in the flying sC
at Louisiana State University

t)

Military weddings won't be ^
same anymore. . . . No
swords are being issued beca
of the steel shortage.

What next? The students '
the University of Wisconsin
have eleven weekly radio
grams for classroom
The programs are broadcas
the campus station, 113
WHA.
•
fott'
Professor O. W. Wiison
the going a little difficuW
Michigan State college SP3
class.
The recitation first *aS ,
rupted when a co-ed's strk
string11
lib
pearls broke and a 20-^
1
(Continued on page S, Col" ""
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\Varmer, Burns Attend
Alumni Council Meeting
of Tomorrow's Session Is
'How Can Alumni Help in War?'
Theme

The Pacific division of the American alumni counwj]i meet next Saturday at Del Monte, California, to
discuss'

Nurse Aides
Sought by
Red Cross

the part they must play in World War II.

The themes for the discussion group will be "Uni•ersity Alumni and the War"—how can alumni help?

WARMER

.

*

Warmer, alumni fund
representative, College of Paci
fic will head a group Saturday
morning whose subject of discus
sion will be ways to plan a small
alumni magazine. Robert Bums,
alumni secretary, will conduct a
seminar for advanced problems
iu association work dealing with
how to keep membership renew
als at a maximum during the war
Charles

~

Instruction Begins March
9; Many Tasks Taught

DELEGATES
The San Joaquin County chap
ter of the American Red Cross
is asking local women to enroll
for training in the Volunteer
Nurse's Aide Corps. Mrs. H. S.
Chapman, chairman, urges all
women wishing to volunteer for
this service to apply at once by
phoning her home, 3-1173, or the
Volunteer Services at the Red
Cross office 6-6971. An enroll
ment blank will be mailed to
each applicant.
CLASSES
The class of instruction, which
includes thirty-five hours of class
work and forty-five hours of
supervised practice in hospital
wards, is scheduled to begin
March 9 at the San Joaquin
County hospital under the direc
tion of Miss Helen Olson of the
hospital nursing staff. Women
between the ages of eighteen and
fifty, with the equivalent of a
high ^chool education, are eligi
ble for this service.
After taking the eighty-hour
training course plus twenty
hours of first aid, the volunteer
nurse's aide is qualified for duty
in hospietal wards and clinics to
assist graduate nurses, and will
serve without pay. She will per
form those many services which
do not require skilled nurse's
training—such as making beds,
feeding patients, giving baths
and similar care and many other
necessary duties which will re
lease the graduate nurse for more
technical work. Thus the aides
will offset the shortage of trained
nurses due to war enlistments.
IMPORTANT ROLE
Volunteer Nurse's Aides will
play an important role in civilian
defense. The need is urgent!

period.

Other discussion groups will be
held and many vital problems will
be discussed and solved to a pos
sible degree during this two-day
congress.

SATURDAY

Saturday night during the
course of the formal dinner six
war points will be discussed in
panel form in relation to alumni,
activities: (1) Are there services
to the nation as a whole not now
being adequately cared for that
an organization such as the alum
ni association might undertake?
(2) Are alumni in need of infor
mation as to how they may serve
ir. the war effort and would it
help if the association provided
such information? (3) Should the
association make greater efforts
to see that outstanding young
high school graduates attend the
. university despite unsettled con
ditions? (4) Should an attempt
be made to keep a running record
at war service by alumni? (5)
Should the association attempt
now to plan for special care of
alumni who are, or may be, maim
ed or wounded in active service?
(6) Does anyone see a -means
whereby the association might fa
cilitate the absorption of alumni
into peace-time pursuits when the
war is over?
Harold Cunningham of Rich
mond and Everett Stark of Burlingame are two other well known
Persons on the Pacific campus
who are attending this week-end
conference with Burns and War
mer.

FIGURES FOR
PACIFIC
SHOW DROP

Registrar ROBERT BURNS,
top, and CHARLES WARMER
are Pacific's representatives at an
alumni council meeting in Del
Monte.
Both are slated for
prominent participation in the
Contrary to prevailing opinion,
There was a mistake in last convention.
spring registration in the College
week's announcement of summer
of Pacific showed only a slight
session tuition fees.
decrease from the fall registra
F o r u n d e r g r a d u a t e c o u r s e s Collegiana
tion. According to figures from
ere will be a regular tuition fee
(Continued from page 2)
the Registrar's office 370 stud
»®en dollars per unit. There search was instituted for the ents have completed registration
1
1)6
a
,
tuition fee of nine dol- beads.
to date, a decline of only fifty
„ ^ Per unit for graduate
No sooner had order been re full-time students. These early
^ ises. This includes auditors stored than the classroom door figures do not include the consid
oral VV*Sk to Participate in lab- opened. A young man stepped erable number of usual late reg
jn ory courses. Non-participat- in, calmly surveyed the students, istrations.
auditors will be charged five spied a co-ed and threw her a
The decline has been mainly in
[Fars a course.
candy bar. Then he turned and part-time students, the fall regis
tration of that class of student
contP 1)resent bulletin will not walked out.
being 178 in comparison with six
for r"1 .ann°uncement of courses
Class was dismissed.
ty-seven of this spring.
*
*
*
High ua!or College students and
Registration is divided evenly
revisj cll0°l seniors because of
Eskimo girls are so cold they
feretj°ns among the courses of- have arctic circles under their between men and women stud
ents, as well as between junior
eyes.
and seniors.
*
*
*
Not:re
The slight decrease may be fur
me
University's curHere's one for you. Mashed
e;;3
PreDa';.°Jlment comes from 1,356 potatoes with their jackets on is ther explained by the fact that
the fall registration was abnor
andi9 f°ry schools in 48 states
a regular feature on the menu mally large.
foreign countries.
of 300 University of Idaho stu
dents who live in two men's halls
on the campus. The students
maintain leaving the jackets on Groceries
ciALLEY
gives the potatoes an improved
F
Poultry
flavor and an "interesting" pepp e r-f 1 e c k e d appearance. We
Vegetables
would still like to see it done.
'DISTINCTIVE
Fruits

TUITION FEE
CHANGED

LORAL CO.

Meats

CORSAGES"

109

N. Sutter

Dhone 4-4613

CandR
Super Service Station
2105 Pacific Ave

Gaia-DeWi

American and Channel
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Rogers Production to
Provide Many Song Hits
Harold Roger plans to present^Nanjo Flinbre" is the example of
a new mode in popular music in our South American neighbors
the musical production "Sing a and the vocal fireworks and danc
New Song." He explains it as ing will be displayed by Dorothy
"smelling out its trend." It prom Braghetta; this number in conga
ises to be more subtle and possess time will undoubtedly be one of
more harmony and melody than the colorful highlights of the
show.
we are used to.
THIRTY SCENES
.JITTERBUGS
"Sing a New Song" is in two
In the number "Clean Up Your
Mess" Jack Holmes and Betty acts with thirty scenes and pre
Hackett provide an excellent ex sents a story of an unusual love
ample of jitterbugging, while affair in San Francisco. Fred HoiBud Stefan supplies the comedy den and Sally Rlnehart are the
antics with added gyrations from two protagonists find carry the
scenes of this affair to a strange
the chorus.
Even the patriotic feeling is ex and surprising denouement.
Lillian Kahan will '.end her tor
pressed in the production num
ber "There Will Come a Day" rid voice to the torchy numbers
when Marge Lee's rich contralto of "For Better or for Worse" and
voice expresses this number. "Eta "You Ain't Lived."

No Need for Men

Noted Baron
Spends Three
Days Here

Included in U. S. C.'s unique
war courses are training for wo
men ambulance drivers and in
struction in emergency home me
chanics—teaching the co-ed every
thing from repair of electrical
Baron Paul d'Estournelles de wires to fixing the motor in a
Constant visited the College of washing machine.
Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
lege for three days this past
Large quantities of celestite,
week.
red-burning mineral needed in
manufacture of flares and other
MONDAY
types of bright light, have been
Arriving in Stockton Monday found by the University of Texas
morning, he spent the day attend bureau of economic geology.«
ing French classes. In the eve
ning Phi Sigma Gamma, honor faculty in Dean Fred L. Farley's
ary modern language society, office.
had him as a guest at their
The Baron is on leave from
initiation dinner at the Clark Rollins College where he teaches
Hotel.
French civilization.
Tuesday at 10:45, the Baron
spoke before a special assembly
discussing "A Creative Tradi
If you want a job—
tion." Later he attended the
Secretarial
Junior College creative writing
Civil Service
course.
Higher Accountancy
Members of the Pacific Little
Free employment service.
Theatre group claimed him for
dinner and a tour of the theatre
in the evening.

Humphrey's

WEDNESDAY
Baron de Constant left Wed
nesday afternoon for Linfield
College, Oregon. Before train
time he received students and

(Svnice 1896)

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

THE UJOnDER
340 Eot^Main StfMt

STOCKTON

D O W N S T A I R S

S T O R E

S-UI-T
C L A S S I C S

for

classes

14.95
You'll adore your campus
costume if it's a GOOD
suit, chosen from the doz
ens of young, gay, finely
tailored Downstairs Store
Spring Suits. _

BLOUSES
SO SUIT-ABLE!

1.95
Checks, polka-dots, stripes—a gala collection of colorful
suit blouses—as well as shining white and solid tones.
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SOCIETY

SISTER
GREEKS
INITIATE

BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Sororities Greet
Rushees Sunday

Epsilon and Alpha Thete held
their formal initiation of pledges
Wednesday evening at their re
spective horses. Both ceremonies
were candlelight. Tau Kappa Kap
pa held their ceremony last week.
EPSILON
Wednesday night Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma honored their pledges
at a formal dinner before their
initiation into the sorority. Miss
Katherine O'Connor was chair
man of the dinner and Virginia
Kuttler, Doris Boothe and Jane
Dashiell worked with her to make
the dinner a success.
Miss Jane O'Connor, president
of the house, presided over the
impressive candle-lit ceremony
which was held in the living room.
Following the initiation the new
ly-made members Ann Arnold,
Patty Boynton, Doris Hanson,
Sonja Hayward, Bette Hunefeld,
Betty Kinnear, Roberta Madden,
Elaine Peterson, Ann Sherwood,
Marion Smith and Iola Whitlock
were taken to the chapter room
for their first meeting as mem
bers.
ALPHA THETE
Fourteen pledges were formal
ly initiated into Alpha Theta Tau
on Wednesday evening in the so
rority house.
An impressive candle-light ce
remony was presided over by
President Barbara McKenzie, VicePresident Betty Cattori and Chap
lain Barbara Sutliff.
The pledges participating in the
initiation were Beverly Crofton,
Barbara Cadden, Vera Broder, Billie Sherman, Merylann German,
Ardys Sibole, Barbara Onyett,
Jackie Horn, Barbara Thompson,
Maryetta Curtin, Florence Vines,
Barbara Bristol and Patsy Curtis.

All-Association
Meet Wednesday
The February All-Association
meeting will be held at 7:30 p. m.
in the S. C. A. building Wednes
day. The piogram will consist of
songs, a film, "How to Extin
guish Bombs," and a discussion
of the international association
of the World Student Christian
Federation.
Dick Ulrey, who will be in
charge of the meeting, particu
larly invites all new members of
the S. C. A.

• Spring rushing will be intro
duced for this semester, Sunday,
February 22, at the three sorori
ties.
All men interested in rush
Approximately fifty girls have
ing should secure informa
signed up for rushing to date.
tion from the dean's office;
The hours of the first tea will
the sign-up will begin on
be
from three to five, for Epsilon;
March 2. At the recent meet
three-thirty to five-thirty for Al
ing Ed Fay, president of Arpha Thete and four to six for Tau
chania, was elected president
Kappa.
of the Interfraternity Coun
The rest of the week will be
cil for the remainder of the
composed of one dinner and one
year. Tom Ferrari is the new
tea, and the same program will
secretary-treasurer.
follow in the second rush week.
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
Tau Kappa Kappa will open its
rushing season with a tea from
four to six o'clock. The house will
be decorated in yellow and green
with a springtime motif.
Guests will be received by Myra
Linn, president, Alfretta Bryson,
vice-president and Miss Ellen
At a party given to bring about Deering, housemother. The tea ta
more friendly relationships among ble will be covered by a lace table
the three sororities, Tau Kappa cloth and centered will be a bou
Kappa and Alpha Theta Tau were quet of yellow daffodils in a crys
feted last night at Epsilon Lamb tal bowl with yellow candles in
da Sigma with an informal party crystal holders on either side.
given after the A. W. S. meeting. Mrs. Costello and Miss Ethel Mae
The girls were entertained by a Hill will pour. During the course
comedy skit portraying a sorority of the tea, incidental flute, vocal
rush function. Mervel Hammill and piano music will be provided
and Peggy Hurt were chairmen by Alice Keehner, Margo Mclnof the entertainment with Elva tyre and Barbara Boyes.
Jane Gilbert and Ann Sherwood
Doris Johnson is general chair
working with them.
man for the affair. She is assisted
Refreshments — chocolate sun|by Clair Sandrock, head of the
daes, cookies and hot coffee— decorations committee and Lucille
were served following the enter Wilson, who is in charge of re
tainment and the friendly visiting freshments.
among the girls. Jacqueline Easby, Betty Orvis and Beverly Gard EPSILON
The opening rush tea at Epsilon
ner served on the refreshment Lambda Sigma honoring all unaf
committee. Betty Morrison, with filiated women on Pacific's cam
her committee, functioned on
pus will be held between the hours
clean-up.
of three o'clock to five o'clock

FRAT SIGN-UP

Epsilon Gives
Friendship
Party

Film Postponed
Due to the holiday Monday the
French film, "Marie Chapdelaine,"
has been postponed until the fol
lowing week.
Special tuition and fees repre
sent 62.5 per cent of the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh's income.

FOR A SMART SPRING!

SPORT COATS

14"

Rich shellands and tweeds
to contrast your favorite
slacks! In the p o p u l a r
three-button style.

ALL WOOL!

GABARDINE

SLACKS

Sunday afternoon.
Mervil Hammill has been ap
pointed general chairman by Bar
bara Ferguson, chairman of rush
ing. Miss Merceita Voorhees, the
chairman of decorations, has plan
ned with her committee to decor
ate with spring blossoms and can
dles.
Throughout the afternoon Sonja
Hayward, Katherine Malcomsen
and Doris Boothe will play at the
piano. Heading ,the various com
mittees are Jacqueline Easby, Bev
erly Gardner, Rose Ann Chatton
and Roberta Madden.
ALPA THETE
Guests will be welcomed at tea
from three-thirty to five-thirty
Sunday afternoon, February 22 by
Alpha Theta Tau.
Marge Lee will greet the guests
at the door; then they will be in
troduced to the members of the
receiving line—Barbara McKen
zie, president; Mrs. A. H. Turner,
housemother and second sergeant
at arms Alice Boyer.
Muerl Walter is the chairman
of the event and she will be as
sisted by Joan de Martini and
Jane Thresher. Decorations will
be ably handled by Marge Patmon
and Barbara
Onyett. Leslie
Knoles, Barbara Cadden and Bev
erly Croften will compose the
clean-up committee.

FQSVICTORY

A.W.S. Meet Tau Kappa
Hears of
Discuss
Engagement
Rules
The Associated Women Stud

ents met yesterday in order
to
revise
the
constitution
of the organization. The affair
was attended almost one hundred
per cent by the three sororities,
and by a large number of unaf
filiated girls.
This organization is one func
tion of the student body that is
meant to promote the friendliness
of the women students and to or
ganize them for works and activi
ties.
Following the meeting a short
program was held. Sonja Hayward played a piano solo, and
Ardys Sibole read "Congo." A sur
prise jitterbug number was given
with Betty Barker, Betty Witherspoon and Lucille Whitaker tak
ing part.
The meeting was adjourned by
President
Rosemary Strader,
thence all the affiliated girls ad
journed to Epsilon Lamba Sigma
for an informal party.

Revealing news of another st
nn Ha hv
PimiH wno
made
by Cupid
was ..a ,W '
candy arriving at Tau Kaj,'.'
Kappa Wednesday evening d,
Iing
VIYY +Vio rTinyirin
the dinner announcing the,,v
gagement of Miss Margo L,,
tyre and Mr. Paul Greenbere t
merly of Pacific.
The bride-to-be is the daugw,
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mclnu
of San Mateo and at present ifsenior in the College of pacJ
where she is majoring in EngiS[
She attended San Mateo Hitv
School, Stockton Junior Colief
and plans to graduate from Pa"
fic in June. She is also a
member of the Order of Rainbo,
Girls.
Mr. Greenberg is the son u
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenberof Tientsin, China. He attend^
high school and St. John's U®
1 versity in Shanghai before con;,
ing to the United States in ]<fi.
where he attended Stockton k
nior College. At present he is en>
ployed by the Westvaco Chemiai
Corporation in Newark, Califo.
nia and is a member of the
George Washington and his fa Knights of Pythias organization
No date has been set for to
mous cherry tree will be brought
back to life tonight at the "Hatch wedding.
et Hop," which is being held to
celebrate the birthday of the fa
ther of our land.
The time is after the St. Mary's
game from 10:30 to 12:30. The
place is the S. C. A. building. Ad
mission is twenty-five cents per
person and forty cents per cou
Mss Jane O'Connor will be hotple.
Rosemary Strader will be the ored tonight with a reception giv
chairman for the dance. She will en at her sorority, Epsilon Lamb
be assisted by Harold Walline, da Sigma, following the last cur
tickets Maryetta Curtin, Virginia tain call of "Will Shakespeare" it
James and Virginia Rathbun, dec which Miss O'Connor has the lea:
orations; Evajean Brennan, re opposite Tony Reid.
Among the guests invited
freshments.
Cordial invitations have been be DeMarcus Brown, the cast ant
extended to the student body of crew of the production and Pact
ficers of both St. Mary's and Pla fic's players. Jane O'Connor's wi
ther and father and a few ret
cer Junior College.
tions and friends who came »|
for the opening of the show frot
Jane's home town will also b
among the guests.
Decorations committee for b
affair is headed by Ruth Udder
A concert of sacred music will Jolyn Bergeron is chairman f
be presented by the San Francis the table setting; Roberta Mad*
co Theological Seminary A Cap- heads the kitchen committee a"
pella Choir, it was announced by chairman of clean-up is Shu*
Dr. George Colliver. The choir Wisecarver.
will be under the able leadership
More than 400 University
of Professor John Milton Kelly.
Wisconsin
graduates are liyu>I?
This special program will take
place at our chapel service this stationed in ,,the Pacific fig®"
zone.
Tuesday.
"Announcements were also made
concerning the new chapel com
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
mittee for this term. Directing the
group will be Beulah Ong, assist Main * El Dorado. PJ- l'}if
ed by John Hancock, Norman Poplar A Yosemlte. P»- '
Clayton, Barbara Thomas, Edwi- Everything to be found
First-class Pharmacy _
na McBride, George Brandon, Kay
Kaneda, Tokie Inouye and Henri
etta Linker.

'Hatchet Hop
Theme of
S. C. A. Party

Jane O'Connor,
Femme Lead,
Is Honored

Visiting Choir to
Sing at Chapel

A special course in ultra-high
frequency techniques is being of
fered at Iowa State College as a
means of filling the need for ra
dio technicians in the army.
More freshman men at Louisi
ana State University choose engi
neering than any other course
and more freshman women chose
teaching.

SIERRJ
MA-N. AT TUPQTDFyP
I r i C f l IX***

CALIFORNIA

STARTS TODAY

OLSON AND JOflNS°1
-in-

"HELLZflPOPPW'

8"
All worsted long-wearing gab
ardine. Well tailored, drape
models with reverse pleats.

Mclntyre, fceenberg
Latest Cupid Prey

—ftiid *

UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

SONDS
STAMPS

SUNDAY

THEY DIED WITH
THEIR ROOTS OH"

66

Starring
ERROL FLYNN
OLIVIA DE HAWLLAND
And a Cast of Thousands

MARGARET I/lN®6^
WILLIAM GAl'^'
-in-

"A CLOSE CALL j*
ELLERY
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Fifty-Six Students Learn
to Fly at Carson City

Sunday Forum
program
Inaugurated
college Professors, Pupils
to participate
G A. Werner's "The Basis
Just and Durable Peace" will
a„ +he series of Sunday evening
of*11 _ to ho
be held each Sundav
Sunday
jorums
- in£r at 7:30 during Lent at
fhe First Congregational Church.
Werner will discuss the eco
nomic and political aspects of the
peace.
The other speakers and the
dates of their appearances on the
forum program are as follows:
nr Ralph Eckert, March 1; Presi
dent Tully C. Knoles, March 8;
Reverend Dr. George Pratt of St.
John's Episcopal Church, March
:5. professor George Colliver
March 22; Reverend Dr. C. B. Syl
vester, pastor of Central Methodjst Church, March 29.
Dr. Paul G. Trueblood, chair
man of the social service commit
tee of the First Congregational
Church, who is in charge of ar
rangements for the forums, an
nounces that a period of questions
and discussion will follow each
speaker's presentation and that
college students are particularly
urged and invited to attend and
participate in these forum discus
sions.

U. C. Has Largest
Enrollment
Annual statistical reports on at
tendance at American colleges and
universities, compiled by Dr. Ray
mond Walters, president of the
University of Cincinnati, show
that as in previous years the Uni
versity of California, on its Berk
eley campus, has the greatest
number of full-time students of
college grade.
\
Enrollment at the first 10 uni
versities is as follows:
California (Berkeley)
13,968
Minnesota
13,484
Columbia
13,072
Illinois
12,694
Ohio State
11,730
New York University
11,698
Michigan
11,226
Wisconsin
10,545
Texas
*
9,579
University of Washington.. 8,774

Dry Cleaning and

TEN MORE
Ten students from this college
can be enrolled in Civilian Pilot
Training, according to an announ
cement from the civil aeronautics
administration. The men will be
selected from those recommended
by the school. Requirements for
this work have been changed
from twenty-five units to fifteen
units.
Dr. Arthur T. Bawden, in charge
of the C. P. T., warns students
that if they want to enroll in the
present program they must do so
immediately.
minutes. Before this bill was
passed, it was unlawful for a
state-supported college to move
any of its facilities beyond the
California state boundaries..
But the fine work of the Sena
tor and of the legislature would
have been to no avail if the state
of Nevada had not cooperated to
the fullest extent. Nevada not on
ly allowed California to establish
a school within her boundaries
but she threw open her capitol
building for use as class rooms.
The assembly room of the Neva
da capitol building is used for
the large classes and the halls for
the smaller ones. The basement
is used for classes in mechanics
and radio.
Because of a shortage of hang
ars at the air field at Carson
City some of the twenty training
ships do not have inside storage;
this shortage will soon be taken
care of.
S. J. C., JR.
The men call themselves the

COLLEGE
FLOWER SHOP

Laundry Agency

Spring Bouquets
Reasonably Priced

2117 Pacific

2115 PACIFIC AVE.

DIAL 7-7869

ICR

COAL

W OOD
JUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
®TOVE OIL

CEMENT

dime

Swee

p

SAND

R OCK

B

GltAVF-L

•Carson Ctiy, they named the place
Little America" because of the
Barrow's Experience
snow. The popular name at pres
LOSS
ent is Stockton Junior College, Jr.
Aids Lectures
Some of the men have rented
houses to live in. About thirty of
them have rented a large house
Those who went to the lecture
and have formed a co-op. They Monday night agree that Major
have furnished the house them General Barrows knew what he
selves.
was talking about. The general
RECREATION
spoke of the fight at Luzon in
The students have a bowling the Philippines.
'
_
alley, of five alleys, a swimming
Because of his many years of
pool, the use of the high school service in the Islands, General
gymnasium in the morning, plus Barrows gave a very interesting
the attractions of Carson City and1 picture of the war. He commend
nearby Reno for recreation.
ed General McArthur for the po
The men who are taking the sition he has taken up in defend
pilot training course are: Jack ing the island of Luzon.
Coale, on Jackson, Cyril Lotz,
General Barrows also gave the
Bill Davis, Frank Sibbett, Edl audience an idea of the natural
Spaulding, Gerald Veregge, Phil protection of the Island. He told
lip Johnson, Bill Scott, Robert how most of the Island is mouuSilva, Jim Smith, Charles Fel- tainous and is therefore naturally
senthal, Marvin Peletz, Henry - fortified.
Temme, Tom Hoshiyama, Arthur The speaker answered questions
Lewicki, Heigh Matthews, Joe from the audience at the conclu
Mitchell, Stanford Cooley, Ran sion of his speech.
dall Purviance, Clint Ward, Ray
General Barrows was introduc
mond Nutting, Edwin Cutter, ed earlier in the evening by Tul
William Houston, Wayne Pees, ly C. Knoles, president of the
Henry Grere, Quinter Gilbert, Senior College. An interesting
Ralph Dill, Charles Faxon, Joseph sideline is the fact that General
Gambetta, James Ai, Michael Barrows and President Knoles
Ayoob, Garnet Bratzmann, Asa have been friends for over fifty
Clark, Ted Baskette, Bill Bigelow, years, having attended college to
John Brown, Peter Burd, Howard gether at Pomona.
Griffiths, on Kolb, Glen Adams,
Donald Gentry, Chris Hoist, Jim
Academic year of the Univer
Messick, Bob Atkinson, Weber sity of Vermont will close May
Fisher, John Wallace and M. R. IS, a month ahead of the pre-war
Westbrook.
chedule.
PERSONNEL
The teachers from the Junior
College are Professor Roscoe
Bancroft, who teaches the ad
vanced course and physical edu
cation; Mrs. Bancroft, who teach
es the elementary speech course
and English and student Tom
for friendship
Hoshiyama, who teaches Japan
ese. Hoshiyama is enrolled in C.
bracelets
P. T. and has volunteered his ser
vices
as
a
Japanese
teacher.
Among the tracksters lost to
At the Junior College Exten
the 1942 squad are STAN
COOLEY,
top,
and
JOHN sion algebra, trigonometry, col
BROWN. Cooley holds the Cub lege mathematics, physics, Eng
high hurdle record; Brown Is a lish, -public speaking, radio code
high-class sprinter. Both are un and Japanese are taught. Of the
dergoing flight training in Car men taking this course, thirty are
son City. .
enrolled in secondary training,
twenty in elementary and six in
Von Berg expedition after the the cross-country commercial
JEWELERS
president of the company owning course. The latter six are chosen
425 E. Main St.
by the Civilian Aeronautics Au
the planes.
When the men first moved to thority.

Fifty-six Stockton Junior Col-0
lege students moved to Carson
City, Nevada, February 3, to con TEAM
tinue their training under the
Civil Aeronautics Administration's
Civilian Pilot training course.
When they graduate they auto
matically receive their rating in
the Air Corps, according to an
enrollment agreement.
SPECIAL BILL
It was through Senator Critten
den that the Junior College was
able to extend its aeronautical fa
cilities to Nevada. A special bill
was put through the state legisla
ture in the record time of twenty

Louisiana State University law Mardi Gras
school will offer a summer ses
sion this year to permit men who Royalty Picked
are subject to army service to
(Continued from Page 1)
speed up completion of work for
graduation.
Hughes, Lois Thornton, June Ow
ens, Alice Boyer, Marcella Dobrasin, Doris Wudell .Clint Sherwood,
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
Patty Boynton, Anne Sherwood,
BOB'S
Warner Holden, Erwin Ferer and
Ralph Netzer; prizes—Frank BesBOB'S BARBER SHOP
sac (chairman), Betty Catori and
Mstrjorie Maggs; guards — Ben
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
Hamm.

ALERT GLEANERS

General Gives
Picture of
Luzon Battle

Ph.

2-6550

YOLLAND ICE
& INCORPORATED
FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
880 S. California

Chas. Haas & Sens

I. B. M. Course
Offered to
Students
Students interested in learn
ing the operation of equipment
of the International Business Ma
chines Corp. should see Professor
Robert Fenix in room 102, Ad
ministration Building.
A three months' course in the
operation of IBM accounting ma
chines has been added to the
Junior College curriculum. Such
a course will equip students for
positions offering $120 to $200$300 a month. No accounting
training is required but the stu
dent should be able to type at
least 45 words per minute.
Only women are eligible for a
course of training in key-punch
machine operation. This also in
volves the operation of a machine
and requires a sixty-hour course.
Salaries are quoted at $105 for
the work.
Any instructor in business ad
ministration will be glad to give
interested students all available
information.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-BD
ass Eaat Mala Street

JEWELERS

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"Where You Meet Everybody

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-9017

309 Finst National Bank
Stockton, Calif.
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Archanta's Leon
Petreli Engaged
The betrothal of Miss Elvera
Perrin. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lioyd Perrtu of Lodi, to Mr. Leonidav N PetreiJ was told at the
Aichanian's meeting on Wednes
day evening, February 9.
Mr. Petreli, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas P. Petrel], of West Los
Angeles, is a member of Alpha
Kappa Phi and has entered the
United States Merchant Marine.
Plans for the wedding have not
been announced.

Students Divided on Wet
or Dry Army Areas

THEY SERVE

Men Would Allow Liquor; Women
Would Ban It—National Poll

Pacific's "Little All-An,Z>
Bobby Kientz, has joined the v
Air Corps and is getting u
struction at Alameda. Also r
Vierra, another ex-gridder i
this same branch of the sew
being stationed at Cornu,
ti, Texas.
Latest to enlist in the Arm
Corps are Bob Cornelius, j!''
College student and Gordo/".1
phonse, who played football /
for the Junior College and cific.
Bert Trullson and old sr.
Kenny Hench, Vincent Pe^..
Bob Todd are now in the rest
army.
The Marines have the p>,
middle distance runners Wes y>
ler and Dan Lowrey, who enliS
last month and Ed Simonsen, «
is now an officer. Ed was pJ
dent of the student body in 19^
Also the Merchant Marine it
attracted two former student
Milton McLean and Art Relfe;fe
latter is at Mare Island receive
training.
Graduate Ed Seville is with tr
Coast Artillery. Lee Anderso:
former Junior College studenwho has had previous exporter'
in the Navy, re-enlisted and i
continuing study in radio. We
"Old Baldy" Inglis, '40, enliste
in the Navy and is now busy bah
ing bread and pastries.
Bert Mason and grads "Tri;
ger" Dick Loomis and "Buzz
Fisher are working in the Nava
Intelligence.
And, finally, those fellows wk
"keep 'em floating"—the ones ei
rolled in shipyards—are Gen
Rotsch and "Bull" Durham a
Todd in Richmond.
Herm Sapiro, whose orchestt
plays for many school function
is working at the Motor Suppl
Depot here in town.

Food takes 37.4 per cent of the
expenditures of American frater
nities.

MARINES

TENNIS
SHOES

IGNORE
CAMPUS
Lack of Student Interest
Causes Trip Cancellation

These Shoes Can
'Go Places"
They're husky, sure-footed,
fast—these BALL-BAND Sport
Shoes. With STA-KLEEN In
soles, and AIR-FLOW Uppers
—they're cool and comfortable.
Come in and try on a pair, just
see how light they are, how
good they
RED BALL
look, how
^i|||i&PiIfsnug they fit,

wpp'
j&SwF
JSagife'

k°w

This column, a regular /a
ture of the WEEKLY, will prii
new stories of the host of e
students now serving the
country. The editors will «]
predate receipt of information i
this type.

s^ron^

They're the
best you can

BALL-BAND

Second Air
Raid Drill
Shows Flaws

See Them NOW at

After being commissioned, a sec
ond lieutenant receives $125 per
month and subsistence and quar
ters allowances totaling $58 per
month while on active duty.

Above are four former students
now in the employ of Uncle Sam.
They are, top to bottom, DICK
LOOMIS, VINCENT PECK,
BERT MASON and GORDON
ALPHONSE. See "In the Serv
ice" column for names of more
prominent ex-students.

You sense in ice-cold Coca-Cola a thing that is good — a
pure, wholesome drink with the quality of genuine good
ness. Coca-Cola delights your taste, gratifies your thirst and
leaves you happily refreshed.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED
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War Ore Exhibit
at Museum

Tiger Cubs
The third annual exhibit of Lose to
gems and minerals now at the
Pioneer Museum and Haggin Art Menlo
Gallery is showing to crowds

Locals Lose
t 0 Placer
48-37

hat Chris Kjeldsen had. In points
ed he was second in the con
ference, trailed the fabulous Ma
riner, Dick Barksdale by one

larger than those of former years
and according to Earl Rowland,
director of the museum, this is
largely due to the great interest
in the "ores of war" which are
being given special emphasis in
the present display.
"People read about manganese
and molybdenum and aluminum
and tin—and a great many other
vital war minerals and they wish
to see what these substances are
in their native state. This exhibit
covers the ground quite thorough
ly and offers at least the begin
nings of a sound education in
mineralogy," according to Row-land. More than five hundred vis
itors passed through the museum
doors on a recent Sunday after
noon and on week days students
have been taken by their teachers
to see this outstanding exhibit.

^AtPlacer the Cubs held a com
fortable seven point half-time
margin over a seemingly infe
rior aggregation. But the Spar
tans came out to play a whirl
wind last period, sweep the
Cubs off their collective feet,
the game into the proverbial

One hundred thirty schools and
colleges in the eastern United
States are co-operating with the
Tuition Plan in permitting par
ents to pay their children's tui
tion fees on a monthly install
ment basis.

Without Law Cubs
After Half

Flounder

The Chris Kjeldsen-coached Ti
rubs once proud occupants
«f.hird place in the Junior Colte Conference, dropped into the
j division last Saturday
'•'ht in Placer as they lost a
I"'Vue game to the Placer Spar-

48

JFS® GONE, GONE

Wain reason for the defeat was
Zc absence of Joe Law—now
U'
«rl T
our Time
nocilvr
for good.
Law
was easily
gonestandout basketball player
he

l"

LANKY PIVOT

Big gun for the winners was
their lanky center, Marvin Leak.
He blanketed both backboards
with ease and dropped 13 points
through the hoop besides. A ma
jority of the remaining Placer
scoring was made by the Spar
tans' two classy forwards, Moreno
and Triano.
Ralph Netzer scored 15 points
to lead the Cubs. But no other
Stockton man could get more

than 4 or 5 points in the course
of the game. Chic Sorgenfrey,
Law's replacement, played unex
pectedly well in the first period,
but lack of conditioning caught
up with him before the second
half was half way through.
The Placer bascketball teams
have always been among the
strongest in the state and their
basketball reputation is almost
a legend in the hill country to
the north.

High-Scoring Men Fail
to Stem Oak Tide
In spite of the fact that Joe
Law—unknowingly making his
last bow in a Stockton Junior Col
lege uniform—made 18 points and
Ralph Netzer 12, the Tiger Cubs
lost to Menlo 43-41 in a conference
game last Friday night.

Going into the contest the Cubs
had been highly favored, even
though the Oaks are traditionally
tough on their home court. At
half time the locals had an eleven
point lead and the game was
quietly becoming a rout.
But in the second half Menlo,
unable to work the ball within
hailing distance of the basket,
began to caste away from the
thirty-foot mark and even farther.
Four quick, sensational field
goals brought them abreast the
Cubs. As if this was their cue to
fall apart, Stockton blew two easy
lay-ups—started to shoot wildly—
began throwing the ball away.
With three minutes to go the
score was tied. Netzer got a
pass from Law to the side and
deep and pumped home a pushshot to put the Cubs in the
lead.

But Menlo came back with a
long field goal and a foul throw
added on. After that the Cubs
could never breach the gap and
the ball game ended with a field
goal the difference between the
two teams.

The Daze of

SPRING

"Dress the
Part

Santa Clara
Wins Twice
Second Game

First Game

..George. Barsi's University, of
Santa Clara cagers invaded the
Pacific. Pavilion, last Tuesday
night expecting a nip and tuck
return engagement from Coach
Ralph Francis' College of Pacific
From the opening whistle, nei Tigers. Pacific was a great host
ther team ever held more than a and gave the Broncos a 28 to 42
two bucket lead at anytime dur victory.
ing the contest. In the first pe
riod the Tigers held a slight lead WALKAWAY?
In the first meeting at Santa
for a time because of a 5 to 1 ad
vantage Pacific built up in the Clara last Friday night the Tigers
first five minutes.
lost 33 to 34 in an overtime pe
Just before the half time gun, riod. But the game in Stockton,
the Broncos managed to sing two except for the first few minutes,
quick ones and put themselves on was never close.
Kenny Rogers of Pacific drop
top during the intermission 16 to
ped a field goal to open the scor
17.
The second half opened with ing, Santa Clara's Murphy sank
both outfits playing a strictly de a charity toss, another Pacific
fensive game. After several score field goal and. another Santa Cla
less minutes, the Tigers and the ra free throw put the Tigers in
Broncos matched basket for bas front 2 to 4.
ket. The Santa Clarans never
stretched their lead to more than IRISHMEN
Santa Clara's Stan Patrick and
two points until the last hectic
minute when they held a 26 to Wally McGovern splitting the
mesh and the Tigers defense wea
30 lead.
kened. The Tigers let up and
LAST FLING
With 35 seconds to go Bob Mon- when the half ended the score
agan dropped a mid-court field stood 12 to 22 in favor of the
goal and with less seconds to go Broncos.
Opening the second half, it
Pacific intercepted a Bronco pass
which Bob Henning turned into was the same story as in the
two points by sinking a beautiful first period, with each of the
one-handed shot from the corner. Pacific players failing to play
The final score of the regular the game they are capable. As
a result the Broncos continued
playing time stood at 30-30.
Playing on the mighty Santa
Clara University's small cracker
box floor last Friday night, Coach
Ralph Francis' College of Pacific
Tigers were barely nosed out in
an overtime period, 33 to 34.
CLOSE—SO

In the overtime period the
Broncos made two field goals
to the Tigers one field goal
and free throw. The last sec
onds saw a fighting hunch of
Tigers come mighty close to
sinking a winning basket, but
it ended 33 to 34 in favor of
Santa Clara.
HIGH MAN
High scorer for the evening was
Pacific's Bob Monagan. Runner
up was McGovern of Santa Clara.
The latter scored 12 points, while
Monagan rang up 13.
With an average of 20 points
per game this season, Stan Pat
rick of Santa Clara only collected
4 points against the Tigers last
week. Pacific uses a man to man
defense and the leading Bronco
scorer was held in check by Ken
ny Rogers.
Joe Johns was captain of the
Tigers for the evening and Leo
Murphy captained the Broncos.

to pile up their lead with Mc
Govern and Patrick in the lead
ing scoring roles.

DEMON N1KKEL
Bob Nikkei of Pacific fought
like a demon for the ball off the
back board in the second half.
But the starting five of Nikkei,
Johns, Monagan, Rogers and
Slaughter just failed to click. As
a result, during most of the final
period Coach Francis used an en
tire new combination of Toomav,
Jensen, Camicia, Henning and
Slaughter.
The starting Santa Clara line
up was Murphy, Maogin, Mc
Govern, Patrick.
Ben Oosterbaan, Michigan bas
ketball coach, in a recent demon
stration swished 14 consecutive
four-line shots through the hoop
—without even looking at the bas
ket.

Spring is definitely here, so let's
dress for it in the proper way.
There is no more appropriate way
than in a good sport ensemble. All
styles and any good color combina
tion can be found in Bravo and McKeegan's stock of campus clothes.

SPORT COATS . . $15.00 Up
SLACKS

$7.05 Up

& MsKIISAN

for men — for boys
1^

~ 3I7

EAST

7

MAIN STREET
FORWARD

KENNY

KOGlslRS
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JAYSEES
MEET
PLACER

Tiger Saint Mary's Here
Tracks
By JACK TOOMAY

Allegory of the CaveVisitors Are Favored
Pecause of Height
The Stockton Junior College
C ub basketball quintet—once the
third place team in the Northern
California Jaysee Conference, but
now lethargically floating about
the doldrums of the second divi
sion—meet two more league
teams this week-end.
PLACER AGAIN
Tonight in the first game of a
double-header in the college gym
nasium they hook up with Placer
Jaysee. Tomorrow night they go
clear to Yuba City for a game
with Yuba Junior College.
Even though the Cubs are play
ing on their home court, the visi
tors are favored. For last week
Stockton, though they had a com
fortable margin at half-time, was
defeated miserably .48-37.
NO VICTORIES *
The Jaysee has never beaten
Placer, either since the Cubs have
been league members or when we
were free-lancing. The succession
of losses allows for the thought
that there is probably a jinx.
The Placer Spartans have
broken even this year in confer
ence competition: four won,
four lost. The Tiger Cubs have
won but three out of eight.
Placer boasts two tiny deadeye forwards. Triano, a righthanded left forward and Moreno
a left-handed right forward. Tri
ano is the third of three spec
tacular brothers who have at
tended Placer Jaysee.
BACKBOARD CONTROL
However, the Spartan gigantic
pivot man, Marvin Leak, controls
the backboard adequately and ac
counts for a majority of points
with his excellent follow-in tips.
Saturday night the Cubs game
ir* Yuba should be lop-sided. The
49ers, though they gave Sacra
mento an incredibly hard time of
It, have no intrinsic strength.
TUBA EASY
The quality of their game de
pends on the keyed-up condition
of the players. It is simply this:
there is not enough talent on
the 49ers' squad to give the Cubs
more than an interesting evening
of hard competition.
Chris Kjeldsen—still mourning
the ahsence of Joe Law, who is
now with the Navy Intelligence
and Tom Mitchell, who is academ
ically ineligible—will probably
start the following lineup against
both teams:

in

• ;

i

SRI POLES
SRI RACKS
TOBOGGANS
TOBOGGAN
CUSHIONS
SRI® CHAINS
Dartmouth Ski Boots
Eskimo Calf. Heavy
stitched sole. Heavy
reinforcement with
steel shank. Hard
box toe.

- $ ks 50
I Pr.

i
* •

OPEN TILL 2 A. M.
F.very Bay Including
Sundays and Holidays

Once upon a time there was an
individual of abnormal physical
characteristics. Consequently he
was quite peculiar; actually he
was not a human being, but a
conglomerate of several human
beings—perhaps five.
This individual had been exist
ing in a cave for a great long
period of time. The cave was dark
and dreary and wet and uncom
fortable and the man lived an un
comfortable life because his cloth
ing was old, torn in spots, faded,
decrepit.
For a long time there had been
for this individual only the dark
ness and the darkness of the cave.
Yet there was something in the
mind—or perhaps the soul—of the
individual that told him of the
existence of light. Probably there
was a spark of it illuminating his
imagination—plaguing his conciousness. At any rate, for him
there was nothing in existence
that was as important as the seek
ing of light and his whole life
was devoted to the translation of
the abstract impression of its pre
sence into the material assem
blage of the necessary implements
for its production.
The awareness of the possibil
ity of light persisted. And the
seeking continued. And the per
sistent possibility of white burned
in black fire in a black imagina
tion.
There was a time that came
when the individual perceived a
nearness to the end of this obli
vion, a nearness that transcended
any boundary that he had ever
attained before. For the first time
he felt that he was seated—in the
darkness—at the top of a preci
pice of terrible height. And he
felt that at the bottom of that
precipice lay bright light.
He needed only this: A state of
nonexistent equilibrium: to trans
form him into seething brilliance.
Then one day the individual
found a candle and at .the same
time a match and he picked them
up, thinking that they might be
something to eat. But he did not
eat them; they, stayed in his pock
et. Perhaps he had forgotten
about them—perhaps they had
slipped his addled memory.
So the match and the candle
stayed in his pocket as he made
his way through the darkness and
the darkness of the cave. He walk
ed faster as the days went on;
there was friction from his walk
ing; there was heat.
He brushed a rock and there
was a simultaneous reaction with
the heat and the chemical state
of the match and the pocket and
the darkness.
The match struck and lighted
and in eight seconds, it in turn
had lighted the candle and the
man screamed in pain and with
drew the candle. Held it before
the black pain of his eyes. There.
There. There was the light after
the years.
Before his eyes.
Light.
Light.
The individual saw the light and
forgot about the time without it
and forgot about the darkness and
his head—it might have been five
heads—became swollen and bloat
ed with the magnificance of the
light. The individual imagined
himself in the presence of all
knowledge and all abilities. He
screamed to himself of his su
preme soul. He was unconquer
able!
He walked in bliss and gran
deur in the presence of light for
a period of time amounting to two
or three days. To himself he was
the apex of eternity.
Then a draft came along and
blew out the candle.
The draft.
Came along. Nonchalantly as
drafts will.
And blew. Without noticeable
puffing or indrawing of breath.
The individual looked again
with black eyes upon the darkness
and the darkness of the cave . . .

By Record Moragans Are Favored
Even on Tigers Home Court

The Galloping Gaels of Mora-^to a medium good junior college.
ga—impersonated by the basket What they lack is class.
ball squad of Saint Marys Univer HARD FIGHTERS
But they are hardly what they
sity—come to town this evening
to meet the Tigers in a casaba gi seem—as their record so plainly
shows. They will take the court
gantic.
The game—the whistle will in Stockton tonight ready to de
blow to open it between 8:30 and liver the best game that they
8:45—is the second in a modified themselves as an aggregation of
home-and-home series. The Tigers individuals can put forth.
Their main attributes are
met Saint Marys in the first game
about a month ago in Kezar Pa teamwork, some height, plenty
. of scrappiness and a tendency
vilion.
toward shaking loose a "hot"
OTHER GAME
man who takes care of their,
The contest was balanced pre scoring problems.
The Tigers will be on the first
cariously at all "Stages and several
last minute desperation shots won bounce from the Santa Clara me
for the Gaels 57-53. The Moragans mory—a none-too-pleasant haze to
had the slimmest of margins at wipe away, to be sure. There will
be, however, a definite attempt in
half-time, 19-20.
The Tigers came out after the the direction of a rebound.
half—allowed forward Burke to DISCUSSION
chuck four field goals—came back
Coach Ralph Francis—a disap
strong—spent the latter part of pointed over the Bronco thing as
the game making up for the de any given player—cautioned his
ficit.
squad against the possibilities of
Main guns for the Gaels, by a complete break-down of morale
all odds, will be the aforemen- after a defeat such as the one by
tined Burke and another for Santa Clara. The talk occurred
ward—Serf. These two are the directly after the game.
generators of the Moragan tur
Wednesday afternoon Francis
bine—a machine which has ac gave his first stringers a rest, but
counted for its own share of worked violently with the fast*
victories during the season.
developing scrubs. Only danger
ous injury to any squad member
GOOD RECORD
Saint Marys has beaten, this, seems to be the stiff swollen
of Bob Monagan.
year, the following teams: Santa knee
Slaughter continues to be as
Clara, University of San Fran swift-footed as ever in spite of
cisco and the University of Cali
the severeness of—his knee in
fornia. Stanford beat them by one
flammation. And Bob Henning's
point.
It is common concensus of opin temperamental ankle has subsid
ion that the Gaels make up for ed after a period of chronic ail
what they lack in ability by a su ment.
per abundance of plain fight. AT FULL STRENGTH
It is more than likely that by
Their spirit is amazing and their
come-back faculties are highly de tonight Francis will be able to
field his eleven man squad at full
veloped.
But what they lack in ability is strength and in full fettle.
Thursday workouts were light
plenty. In the first place they are
a team of sophomores. In the sec with no-hindrance play drills
ond place they can boast no high Francis, for the first time this
ly-publicized high school stars or season, began to emphasize the
transferred Junior Collegers on fast break—an art almost forgot
their squad. In the third place, ten by Tiger basketmen.
The hopeful mentor also tried
they handle the ball, pass and
shoot with a marked resemblance several new combinations in pat

tern formations, adding t,
here at the sacrifice of speede
ting shooting accuracy at th 8e|.
pense of defensive strength6.'"
achieving speed with a mL?"
loss in height.
NEW COMBO
Whether he will start a
lineup against the visiting - nt
gans cannot be said for sure p
bably he will start with his coventional first-string,
the elements of his new combi'"5,'
tions as he sees fit.
Ideally, a tall rather fast out
fit would smother the Gaels. Ho
ever, the validity of new posir;,/
ing cannot be determined exee!
under actual game conditions
The Junior College will pL
the preliminary against Pia^
Jaysee in a league game.
Francis will probably start his
all-senior lineup of Bob Nikkei
Clare Slaughter, Joe Johns, Bob
Monagan and Ken Rogers.

Stockton J. C.—
Modesto Game
Changed
The basketball game behveei
the Stockton Junior College Cubi
and the Modesto Junior Collegi
Pirates, formerly scheduled fa
February 28, will be played it.
stead on February 24. The contest
will be the main event of the
evening in the college gymtit
sium

Joe Law—
High-Scoring
Tig er Cub

In seven games Law scored 111
points—this total one foul throw
less than the conference leader
Dick Barksdale, Marin. Barksdalt
has played eight games. Law's
chances for the scoring crown
were over when he was called
into the Naval Intelligence Sero

In its 58-year history the Uni
versity of Texas has awarded 33;
130 degrees, 5,176 of which were
for graduate work.

How much do you think
advertising costs?
100 to I your guess is too high!
TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF THE COST OF ADVERTISING
These small sums make mass distribution possible,
costs of goods to you, the consumer

Fresh Milk . . .7/100 of lc per quart
Canned Soup 36/1000 of lc per can
Popular Soft Drink
16/1000 of lc per glass
Automobiles
. . .4c per dollar of F. O. B. price
Home Furnishings
. . .3c per dollar of F. O. B. price

lower

Bed Sheet (1.75 value) lc per sheet
Tobacco
%c per package
Apples
lc per t>°x
Peas & Prunes
75c per ton
Oranges
4/10 of lc per dozen
Watches
5c per $2 itein
Shoes
25c per $10 pair

THE INSTITUTE OF CONSUMER FACTS
of the PACIFIC ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION, in cooperation with the
ing

organizations:

PACIFIC

COUNCIL

AMERICAN

ADVERTISING AGENCIES.
STOCKTON

ADVERTISING

CLUB

foll°^

ASSOCIATION

